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and allopatric differentiation, where the hyper-arid zone formed by the Atacama Desert
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races, suggesting incipient speciation promoted by local adaptation and geographical
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Abstract 1 

The coastal deserts of northern Chile show an important latitudinal 2 

gradient of aridity with more arid areas to the north of the Atacama Desert than 3 

to the south. Several plant species have disjunct distributions that correspond 4 

with the extremes of this latitudinal gradient. In this study, using genetic 5 

(chloroplast and nuclear DNA), morphological (vegetative and floral traits of 6 

various kinds) and climatic and topographic information, we explored ecological 7 

and historical events that have putatively shaped patterns of variation among 8 

Monttea chilensis populations — a species that shows this disjunct distribution. 9 

Through phylogeographic and phylogenetic analyses, two divergent lineages 10 

were identified located at the latitudinal extremes. The lineage located north 11 

(NG) of the Atacama Desert showed more genetic diversity and better-resolved 12 

phylogeographic structure than the southern (SG) lineage. Considerable 13 

morphological variation across the geographical range corresponds with these 14 

genetic groups. We observed contrasting relationships between floral and 15 

vegetative traits: populations from the most arid region (NG) possessed larger 16 

flowers, but smaller vegetative values, and vice versa. Niche modelling and 17 

multivariate analyses, including environmental data, revealed different 18 

environmental requirements for each lineage. NG plants occur in regions with 19 

warmer and drier climatic conditions and at higher altitudes, while SG 20 

populations inhabit colder and more humid environments and lower altitudes. 21 

The evolutionary history of M. chilensis exhibits a phylogeographical footprint 22 

consistent with past fragmentation and allopatric differentiation, where the 23 
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hyper-arid zone formed by the Atacama Desert clearly acted as an important 1 

gene flow barrier. This barrier has led to considerable differentiation in 2 

morphology and ecology, resulting in two ecotypes or geographical races, 3 

suggesting incipient speciation promoted by local adaptation and geographical 4 

isolation. 5 

 6 

Introduction 7 

 Desert areas of South America represent distinct environmental 8 

landscapes with unique biotic compositions (Palma et al. 2005; Moreira-Muñoz 9 

2011). The origin of these regions is associated with the uplift of the Andes, 10 

which occurred in pulses separated by periods of stasis. The most important 11 

uplift occurred during two major events, at the middle Miocene (12 Ma) and at 12 

the beginning of the Pliocene (5 Ma; Ramos and Ghiglione 2008). This 13 

geological event produced rain shadows that have greatly impacted the climate 14 

and ecology of South America (Hoorn et al. 2010), including the formation of the 15 

Arid Diagonal, a narrow region with scant precipitation (< 300 mm/year). The 16 

Arid Diagonal comprises the Altiplano andino, the western coast desert, 17 

Atacama Desert, and the Monte and Patagonia phytogeographical provinces 18 

(Cabrera and Willink 1980). Its formation resulted in new niches enabling biotic 19 

diversification (Palma et al. 2005). 20 

Although aridization primarily occurred during the Pliocene (Hartley and 21 

Chong 2002), climatic fluctuations during the Pleistocene also contributed to the 22 

expansion of South American desert regions (Palma et al. 2005; Viruel et al. 23 
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2012). These environmental changes substantially impacted species 1 

distributions and microevolutionary processes at the intraspecific level, affecting 2 

population dynamics by influencing gene flow, demographic expansion/ 3 

contraction, and genetic bottlenecks (Avise 2000). 4 

Recent molecular phylogenetic and phylogeographical studies have 5 

begun to illuminate the history of the coastal desert areas in South America 6 

(e.g. Luebert and Wen 2008; Schmidt-Jabaily and Sytsma 2010; Viruel et al. 7 

2012; Ossa et al. 2013), which extend more than 3000 km along the Pacific 8 

coast (Pinto et al. 2006). The most arid region is centrally located and 9 

encompasses the Atacama Desert. This region is void of vegetation for many 10 

square kilometres (Rundel et al. 1991). Characterized by dry summers and very 11 

low winter rainfalls, the flora of these places show morphological and 12 

physiological adaptations to extreme aridity (Pinto et al. 2006; Dillon et al. 13 

2009). While these conditions are not conducive to the development of 14 

extensive vegetation, the entry of sea fog (Camanchaca) into the coastal 15 

mountains has resulted in patches of high biodiversity separated by hundreds of 16 

km of bare soil, and concomitantly, in the emergence of many endemic species. 17 

An important latitudinal gradient of aridity also exists in this central region 18 

that is more arid to the north of the Atacama Desert (e.g. Paposo, with a mean 19 

annual rainfall of 10 mm) than to the south (e.g. Ovalle, with mean annual 20 

rainfall of 130 mm; Rundel et al. 1991; Viruel et al. 2012). Many plants show 21 

disjunct distributions that correspond with both extremes (i.e. north and south) 22 

of this latitudinal gradient at either the inter- or intraspecific levels (Luebert and 23 
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Wen 2008; Dillon et al. 2009; Luebert et al. 2009; Schmidt and Sytsma 2010; 1 

Viruel et al. 2012). Two contrasting hypotheses have been proposed to explain 2 

this disjunction: a vicariance-based hypothesis that suggests the disjunct 3 

pattern resulted from fragmentation of ancient, more widely distributed taxa, 4 

(with fragmentation coinciding with extreme aridization events; Viruel et al. 5 

2012), and an alternative dispersal-based hypothesis suggesting long-distance 6 

dispersal from one area to the other (e.g. Simpson et al. 2005).  7 

The great climatic differentiation between the northern and southern 8 

areas, combined with the Atacama Desert acting as a gene flow barrier, favours 9 

both genetic differentiation and morphological differentiation at intraspecific 10 

levels (e.g. Viruel et al. 2010, 2012). Consequently, this region provides an 11 

interesting system for exploring the evolutionary history of divergent populations 12 

and the putative role of local adaptation in shaping divergent phenotypes. 13 

 Ecological niche modelling (ENM), which can be used to characterize 14 

the climatic niche of a species or of allopatrically distributed populations 15 

(Nakazato et al. 2010), can be used in combination with phylogeographical and 16 

morphological data to provide a powerful means for evaluating the relative 17 

contribution of adaptive factors in differentiating populations with marked 18 

discontinuities in their geographical ranges (e.g. Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2013). 19 

In addition, using past climatic estimations, ENM can help reconstruct 20 

paleogeographical distributions to test hypotheses derived from 21 

phylogeographical analyses (Hickerson et al. 2010). 22 

Monttea chilensis Gay (Plantaginaceae) is an evergreen shrub endemic 23 
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to Chile. Listed as endangered since 2001 (Squeo et al. 2001), this species 1 

occurs at low frequency (Serra et al. 1986) and its distribution consists of 2 

restricted regions both north and south of the Atacama Desert. Northern 3 

populations, recognized taxonomically as M. chilensis var. taltalensis Reiche, 4 

are morphologically distinguishable from southern populations (Johnston 1929), 5 

but this variation has never been fully described or quantified. Reproductively, 6 

M. chilensis produces non-volatile oils as a floral reward for specialized oil-7 

collecting bees, with this interaction representing one of the most specialized 8 

plant–pollinator systems within angiosperms (Sérsic and Cocucci 1999). 9 

Pollinators are thus also potentially driving phenotypic differentiation between 10 

northern and southern areas. Consequently, north–south morphological 11 

differentiation within M. chilensis could be the result of different levels of aridity 12 

affecting functional traits involving plant water balance (e.g specific leaf area or 13 

flower size), different selective regimes mediated by pollinators affecting traits 14 

involved in plant-pollinator interaction (e.g. floral colour and shape), or both.  15 

In this study, using genetic, morphological, and environmental 16 

information, we explored ecological and historical events that may have shaped 17 

patterns of variation among M. chilensis populations. Specifically, our aims 18 

were: 1) to determine if the disjunct distributional pattern of M. chilensis is the 19 

result of more ancient fragmentation or more recent long-distance dispersal 20 

events; 2) to evaluate the extent of differentiation between northern and 21 

southern population clusters in floral and vegetative morphological traits, as 22 

evidence of local adaptations to different biotic and/or abiotic conditions; 3) to 23 
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corroborate the hypotheses derived from the phylogeographical patterns and to 1 

evaluate if genetic groups have different environmental optima, using palaeo 2 

and current niche modelling.  3 

 4 

Materials and methods 5 

Study Species 6 

Monttea chilensis var. taltalensis is restricted to the Antofagasta region (II 7 

Region) of Chile. This taxon is a scarce phytogeographic element distributed in 8 

the “lomas” formations of the Coastal Desert, where it has been recorded from 9 

eight localities, each small in area and the plants few in number (Serra et al. 10 

1986). In contrast, M. chilensis var. chilensis is restricted to the Coquimbo 11 

region (IV Region), where the taxon forms dense thickets in valley lowlands and 12 

watercourses, near rivers or places where groundwater is accessible (Serra et 13 

al. 1986). Though locally more abundant than var. taltalensis, var. chilensis now 14 

occurs in only three localities (Serra et al. 1986; Squeo et al. 2001). The two 15 

varieties are separated by more than 500 km (Fig. 1). 16 

M. chilensis is a shrub of 1–3 m height, with somewhat fleshy leaves 17 

(Serra et al. 1986). The solitary axillary flowers are slightly zygomorphic with a 18 

pale-lilac tube and almost white limb. The corolla tube widens suddenly at about 19 

mid-length forming two shallow ventral pouches separated by a median ridge 20 

protruding into the inside of the tube and partially closing the tube’s mouth. The 21 

elaiophore (i.e. oil secreting area) is located on the inner surface of these two 22 

pouches. A striking characteristic of Monttea species is that, in addition to fatty 23 
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oils, they also offer nectar as a floral reward. The nectary is located at the base 1 

of the corolla tube, forming a thick lobed ring between the ovary and the non-2 

glandular corolla. The fruit is a capsule surrounded by a persistent calyx that 3 

turns fleshy after fruit ripening; this forms a protective and juicy violet cover that 4 

mimics a fleshy pericarp (Sérsic and Cocucci 1999). 5 

Sampling 6 

We sampled 100 individuals of M. chilensis from five populations 7 

spanning the geographical range of the species for genetic and morphological 8 

analyses (Fig. 1; Table 1). These five localities were the only sites were the 9 

species was found, despite extensive surveys of the entire geographical range 10 

for more than 750 km. For each population, geographical coordinates were 11 

obtained in situ with a handheld GPS, and twenty blooming individuals were 12 

haphazardly selected. The remaining Monttea species, M. aphylla and M. 13 

schickendanztii were also collected to use as outgroups in the phylogenetic 14 

analyses (Appendix S1). 15 

Molecular data 16 

 DNA extraction, amplification and sequencing. DNA was isolated from 17 

eight individuals per locality (N = 40) using a modified cetyl trimethyl ammonium 18 

bromide (CTAB) protocol (Doyle and Doyle 1987). Two chloroplast intergenic 19 

spacers, trnS–trnfM (primers trnS[UGA] and trnfM[CAU]; Shaw et al. 2005) and 20 

trnQ–rpL16x1 (primers trnQ(UUG) and rpL16x1; Shaw et al. 2007), were 21 

sequenced because they showed the greatest variation among several 22 

surveyed loci. For the phylogenetic and molecular clock analyses (see below) 23 
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the nuclear ITS region was amplified in a subset of individuals (N = 26) 1 

representing all sampled populations using primers 17SE and ITS4 (Albach et 2 

al. 2005). Chloroplast DNA (cpDNA) amplification consisted of 94°C for 3 min 3 

followed by 30 cycles of 94°C for 1 min, 52°C for 1 min, and 72°C for 1 min, 4 

while nuclear ITS (nDNA) amplification consisted of 95°C for 2 min followed by 5 

40 cycles of 95°C for 1 min, 52°C for 1 min, 72°C for 1 min and 72°C for 8 min. 6 

Products were purified using USB PrepEase PCR purification plates (Affymetrix 7 

Inc, Cleveland, OH, USA), sequenced with BigDye v.3 (Applied Biosystems, 8 

Foster City, CA, USA), and purified with Sephadex (GE Health-care, 9 

Piscataway, NJ, USA) before electrophoresis on an AB3730xl automated 10 

sequencer. Electropherograms were edited using ChromasPro v.1.5 and 11 

BioEdit v.7.0.9.0 (Hall, 1999). Sequences were aligned with ClustalX v.1.81 12 

(Thompson et al. 1997) using default parameters and adjusted by hand. Five 13 

gaps were coded as binary characters in cpDNA sequences, and three in NDNA 14 

sequences using simple indel coding (Simmons and Ochoterena 2000). All 15 

sequences were deposited in GenBank under accession numbers (XXX–XXX).  16 

Phylogeographical structure and molecular diversity. From cpDNA 17 

sequences, haplotypes were determined using DnaSP v.5 (Rozas et al. 2003). 18 

A haplotype network was constructed using the median-joining algorithm 19 

implemented in Network v.4.5.1.0 (Bandelt et al. 1999). Historical barriers 20 

among localities or geographical zones were inferred by a spatial analysis of 21 

molecular variance (SAMOVA) with Samova 1.0 (Dupanloup et al. 2002). 22 

Analyses were run for K values ranging from 2 to 5, using 10,000 independent 23 
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annealing processes. The best grouping option for each K value, based on the 1 

among-group component (FCT) of the overall genetic variance, was used to 2 

conduct independent analyses of molecular variance (AMOVA) in Arlequin 3 

3.5.1.3 (Excoffier and Lischer 2010). For each population and for the main 4 

genetic groups, the following diversity indices were calculated: number of 5 

polymorphic sites (S), number of haplotypes (K), nucleotide diversity (π), 6 

haplotype diversity (h) and mean number of pairwise differences (p) using 7 

DnaSP v.5. Standard errors were estimated using bootstrap resampling (100 8 

pseudoreplicates). 9 

 Phylogenetic analyses and divergence time estimates. Relationships 10 

among ingroup and outgroup cpDNA haplotypes were reconstructed using 11 

maximum likelihood (ML) and Bayesian inference (BI). The F81 substitution 12 

model was selected for cpDNA haplotypes matrix, using the Bayesian 13 

information criterion as implemented in jModelTest 2.1.4 (Darriba et al. 2012). 14 

The ML analyses were conducted using PhyML 3.0 (Guindon et al. 2005). 15 

Phylogenetic robustness was evaluated through 1000 bootstrap replications. 16 

MrBayes v.3.1.2 (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist 2001) was used for the BI 17 

analyses based on the same substitution model. Four Monte Carlo Markov 18 

chains starting with a random tree were run simultaneously in two independent 19 

runs for 5 x 106 generations. Trees were sampled every 1000 generations. 20 

Trees prior to stationary (burn-in fraction of 0.25) were excluded, and 21 

subsequent trees were used to estimate Bayesian posterior probabilities. 22 

 As no fossils of Monttea are known, a molecular clock was calibrated 23 
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using a range of substitution rates derived from the analyses of several cpDNA 1 

spacers (0.1% to 1% per million years; Alsos et al. 2005) The analysis was 2 

performed using a strict molecular clock model and a Yule tree prior, in BEAST 3 

v.1.7.2 (Drummond and Rambaut 2007). Convergence of estimated parameters 4 

was verified using Tracer v.1.6.1 (Rambaut and Drummond 2009).  5 

To strengthen the phylogenetic and molecular dating inferences derived 6 

in this study with an independent source of data, the same phylogenetic and 7 

calibration analyses mentioned above for chloroplast markers were performed 8 

using the nuclear ITS sequence matrix. For these analyses, the HKY+I 9 

substitution model as selected in jModelTest, and a published substitution rate 10 

for ITS from Plantago (0.43% ± 0.06 per million; Rønsted et al. 2002), a genus 11 

from the same family as Monttea (Albach et al. 2005) were used. 12 

 Demographic history analyses. Two different methods were used to 13 

assess the demographic history of M. chilensis using the groups retrieved in the 14 

haplotype network. First, Tajima’s D and Fu’s FS (Tajima 1989; Fu 1997) 15 

neutrality tests were used, assuming that populations have been in mutation–16 

drift balance for long periods. When this is not true due to sudden expansion, 17 

these indices usually have negative values. Significance for both values was 18 

determined from 10,000 simulated samples under a standard neutral model. 19 

Second, we obtained the mismatch distribution of pairwise differences among 20 

individuals, comparing this with a model of population expansion (Rogers and 21 

Harpending 1992). Goodness of fit of the observed mismatch distribution to that 22 

expected under a sudden expansion model was evaluated with the sum of 23 
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squared deviations (SSD) using parametric bootstrapping (10,000 replicates). 1 

These analyses were performed in DnaSP v.5 and Arlequin v.3.11. 2 

Morphological variation 3 

Vegetative traits. From each of the five sampled populations, 20 4 

individuals were haphazardly chosen, and three arbitrary leaves per individual 5 

were sampled (N = 300). Two vegetative traits were measured, the total area of 6 

the plant (PAr), and the specific leaf area (SLA), as leaf area per unit of dry 7 

mass (Cornelissen et al. 2003). Plant area was measured from plant 8 

photographs taken in situ. Plants were photographed from the widest side, 9 

leaves were scanned, and both areas were measured from scaled images, 10 

drawing a polygon around the contour. Area measurements were obtained 11 

using the software IMAGETOOL v.1.27 (University of Texas Health Science 12 

Center). To determine leaf dry mass, leaves were dried at 60ºC for 72 hs and 13 

weighed with a precision balance (Sartorius CP224 S).  14 

Floral colour. We measured the spectral composition of the light reflected 15 

by three floral parts: the central lobe of the lower lip, the elaiophore, and the 16 

corolla tube, from ten individuals per population and three flowers per individual 17 

(N = 450 spectra). Measurements were made with a portable reflectance 18 

spectrophotometer USB4000 and an Ocean Optics Deuterium Halogen DH-19 

2000 as a standardized light source to which pollinators are sensitive, under 20 

defined conditions of brightness, distance and inclination (Chittka and Kevan 21 

2005). To analyse the geographic variation in flower colour as perceived by 22 

insects, we used a colour hexagon space (Chittka 1992), a chromaticity 23 
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diagram that plots the photoreceptor excitations of the trichromatic colour vision 1 

systems at an angle of 120º. The hexagon colour is a representation of the 2 

perception by the bees, designed using information about bee photoreceptor 3 

sensitivity, the spectral composition of the light reflected by flowers, daylight, 4 

and leaf colour to discount the effect of background. In this diagram, the 5 

distance between two points represents the degree of resolution between them, 6 

distinguishable for bees (Chittka 1992). These analyses were conducted using 7 

R v.2.15.0 (R Development Core Team 2012). 8 

Floral rewards. We measured geographic variation in the two floral 9 

rewards offered by M. chilensis, nectar and fatty-oils, from 20 individuals per 10 

population and in three flowers per individual (N = 300 flowers). Nectar volume 11 

was extracted and recorded with 1 μl capillary tubes (Drummond microcaps), 12 

while oils were collected with cigarette paper, which was pressed until 13 

saturation on the oil secreting portion of the corolla of each sampled flower. 14 

After drying at least 24 hours, oil stains were photographed with a reference 15 

scale, and floral oil volume estimated with a calibration curve constructed using 16 

castor oil, whose chemical and physical characteristics are very similar to those 17 

of floral oils (Seipold 2004). 18 

Floral shape, size and biomass. We used a landmark-based, geometric 19 

morphometrics method that allows the detection of differences in shape 20 

regardless of size, rotation and scale of the geometric object (Zelditch et al. 21 

2004). Twenty individuals per population and three flowers per individual were 22 

sampled (N = 300). Because shape is captured independently of floral size, it is 23 
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a very important descriptor of flower morphology that should not be influenced 1 

by resource reallocation strategies, such as those that generally occur with 2 

floral size and floral biomass (Herrera 2009). Moreover, we specially measured 3 

geometric morphometric variables involved in plant-pollinator interaction (see 4 

below). Geometric morphometric variables were obtained after placing 28 5 

landmarks on photographs showing flowers in frontal view (Appendix S2). 6 

Landmarks 1 to 20 refer to the corolla limb, and landmarks 21 to 28 refer to the 7 

tube mouth and the oil secreting area. Landmark coordinates were captured 8 

using TPSDIG v.2.04 software (F.J. Rohit, Department of Ecology and 9 

Evolution, SUNY, Stony Brook, NY, USA) and then analysed in MorphoJ 10 

v.1.02e (Klingenberg 2011). First, to obtain a consensus flower shape per plant, 11 

we performed a general Procrustes analysis that removed variation different 12 

from shape (i.e. translation, scaling and rotation) in the landmark coordinates. 13 

The obtained Procrustes average configuration and relative warps scores 14 

(hereafter RW, which represent the principal components of the covariance 15 

matrix of the partial warp scores) were used as data for standard statistical 16 

analyses (see below in Statistical analyses). To visualize the displacement of 17 

landmarks relative to a theoretical consensus, we used the thin-plate spline 18 

procedure that smooths configurations by minimizing the ‘bending energy’ of 19 

deformations (see Zelditch et al. 2004). To study floral size, we obtained the 20 

centroid size, which represents the scalar value of the size of the analysed 21 

structure from geometric morphometric analyses (Zelditch et al. 2004). In 22 

addition, for the same flowers, we calculated floral dry biomass as an estimation 23 
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of resources allocation to flowers. To determine floral dry mass, flowers were 1 

dried at 60º for 72 hs and then weighed using a precision balance. 2 

Statistical analyses. To partition the total variance of vegetative (SLA and 3 

PAr) and floral (rewards, shape, size and biomass) traits into its hierarchical 4 

components, a mixed-effect nested ANOVA was performed for each measured 5 

trait. Each floral and vegetative attribute was partitioned according to its 6 

difference among genetic groups, populations within genetic groups, individuals 7 

within populations, and flowers or leaves within individuals (this last level was 8 

used as the error term). Significant differences of each level were tested with 9 

restricted maximum likelihood estimation (REML; Zuur et al. 2009). These 10 

analyses were performed with lme4 package (Bates and Maechler 2010) in R 11 

v.2.15.0.  12 

After analysing each variable individually, we made a principal 13 

component analysis (PCA), using all morphological traits to see how genetic 14 

groups segregated in a multivariate space. Then, to see if phylogeographic 15 

groups significantly differed in phenotype, we performed a multivariate analysis 16 

of variance (MANOVA) using all morphological measured traits. Finally, with the 17 

aim to find the subset of morphological variables that best explain the 18 

differences between genetic groups, we made a discriminant analysis, using all 19 

morphological measured traits as discriminant variables, and the genetic group 20 

as the grouping variable. This multivariate analysis classifies all individuals 21 

based on linear combinations of the discriminant variables that maximize the 22 

separation between groups while minimizing the variation within groups. All of 23 
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these analyses were performed in R v.2.15.0. 1 

To test for flower shape differences among groups retrieved by genetic 2 

analyses, we performed a canonical variate analysis (CVA) on the RW scores. 3 

This analysis finds the shape features that best distinguish among multiple 4 

groups designated a priori. Multiple pairwise comparisons based on the 5 

Mahalanobis distance matrix among groups, and 10,000 permutations were 6 

performed to determine if the genetic groups differed statistically in flower 7 

shape. The consensus shape of the flower for each genetic group was 8 

reconstructed according to shape differences along the first CV axis using the 9 

thin-plate spline procedure (Zelditch et al. 2004). These analyses were 10 

performed in MorphoJ v.1.02e. 11 

 12 

Environmental data and niche modelling 13 

Using herbarium records (CONC, CORD, BAB, MERL, SI, CTES, DAO, 14 

IBONE, LIL) and global databases (ASU, GBIF) we obtained 40 collection sites 15 

for M. chilensis. From these georeferenced locations, we obtained climatic data 16 

from the WorldClim database (Hijmans et al., 2005). This database contains a 17 

set of 19 bioclimatic and two topological variables (altitude and slope) with a 18 

resolution is of 5 km2. On the basis of the environmental values extracted at the 19 

occurrence localities, we conducted a MANOVA using all environmental 20 

variables to test whether the observed environmental features significantly 21 

differed between genetic groups. This analysis was performed in R v.2.15.0. 22 

Finally, we performed ENM for current conditions, and then projected 23 
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onto climate layers inferred for the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM; ~21,000 year 1 

ago) using the maximum entropy method in Maxent v.3.3.2 (Phillips et al. 2006) 2 

and DIVA-GIS v.7.5 (Hijmans et al. 2005). The ENM were carried out for each 3 

genetic group to evaluate their climatic identity and to determine how 4 

Pleistocene climatic changes affected their distributions. Maxent was run using 5 

the following settings: random test percentage = 10; regularization multiplier = 6 

1; convergence threshold = 0.00001; maximum iterations = 1000 and averaged 7 

across 20 cross-validation runs. Area under the receiver operating characteristic 8 

curve (AUC) was used as a performance characterization of the model, namely 9 

as the probability that a random positive instance and a random negative 10 

instance are correctly ordered by the classifier (Phillips et al. 2006). A jackknife 11 

test was conducted to assess the relative importance of each of 21 12 

environmental variables.  13 

 14 

Results 15 

Genetic analyses 16 

DNA sequence matrices. The chloroplast intergenic spacers trnS–trnfM 17 

and trnQ–rpL16x1 were 1018 and 701 nucleotides in length, respectively, and 18 

provided a total of 15 variable sites. Because the chloroplast is typically 19 

inherited uniparentally without recombination in angiosperms, these two regions 20 

were combined for analyses a priori. The nuclear ITS region (including the ITS-21 

1, 5.8s rDNA, and ITS-2 regions) was 543 nucleotides long with 25 variable 22 

sites.  23 
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 Phylogeographical structure and molecular diversity. Analysis of the 1 

cpDNA sequences revealed 11 haplotypes forming two highly divergent 2 

haplogroups (Fig. 1). The northern lineage (NG) comprises seven haplotypes 3 

located exclusively in the Antofagasta region, showing higher levels of 4 

molecular diversity and more phylogeographic structure than the southern 5 

group (SG; Fig. 1). Across all sampled populations, nucleotide diversity (π) 6 

ranged from 0.00015 to 0.00068, haplotype diversity (h) ranged from 0.250 to 7 

0.750, and the mean number of pairwise differences among haplotypes (p) 8 

ranged from 0.250 to 1.107 (Table 1). The highest values of these indices were 9 

found in coastal populations of Antofagasta (NG; Table 1 and 2).  10 

Within the NG, H1 and H4 were the most frequent haplotypes and 11 

constituted the internal nodes of the network. Haplotype H1 and H4 were 12 

restricted to Rincon and Paposo localities, respectively. All remaining NG 13 

haplotypes are derived from either H1 or H4 by one or two steps, and are not 14 

shared between populations (Fig. 1). The SG comprises four haplotypes located 15 

exclusively in the Coquimbo region, with low levels of molecular diversity (Fig. 16 

1, Table 1). In this haplogroup, H8 is the most frequent haplotype and it is 17 

present in the three sampled populations (Fig. 1).  18 

Optimal partitioning of genetic diversity by SAMOVA was obtained with K 19 

= 2 (FCT = 0.90, p = 0.09; Table 3), recovering northern and southern groups 20 

concordant with the geographical haploclades SG and NG identified in the 21 

haplotype network. Further increase of K removed single localities, rather than 22 

forming informative multisite clusters. The AMOVA revealed that 90.44% of the 23 
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variation is explained by differences between the phylogeographical groups (i.e. 1 

NG and SG), whereas inter and intrapopulation differences explained 3.84% 2 

and 5.72% respectively (Table 3). 3 

 4 

Phylogenetic analyses and divergence time estimates. Topologies retrieved by 5 

ML and BI using cpDNA, are congruent with the topology resulting from median-6 

joining network (Fig. 2a). All haplotypes of M. chilensis appeared nested in a 7 

strongly supported clade, with two subclades corresponding to NG and SG (Fig. 8 

2a). Phylogenetic analysis carried out with nuclear ITS sequences retrieved the 9 

same strongly supported geographical clades as cpDNA (Fig. 2b). The split 10 

separating M. chilensis from M. schickendantzii is estimated at 5.6 Ma (95% 11 

High Posterior Density (HPD) = 2.15–6.06) for cpDNA, and 11.3 Ma (95% HPD 12 

= 5.36–15.92) for the ITS region, in the late Miocene and early Pliocene. The 13 

divergence between NG and SG was estimated at 3.6 Ma (95% HPD = 1.98–14 

5.56) for cpDNA and 7.19 Ma (95% HPD = 3.71–11.31) for ITS, during the 15 

Pliocene. Within NG and SG, diversification occurred almost simultaneously, at 16 

1.4 Ma (95% HPD = 0.62–2.47) for cpDNA, and 4 Ma (95% HPD 0.7–5.04) for 17 

ITS (Fig. 2).  18 

Demographic history analyses. Although mismatch analysis was 19 

consistent with a model of population expansion for NG, the more conservative 20 

estimate of population expansion, Fs, did not indicate a departure from 21 

population equilibrium (Table 2; Appendix S3). However, demographic analyses 22 

showed evidence of range expansion in SG with Tajima’s D and Fu’s Fs 23 
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retrieving negative and significant values, and with a mismatch distribution that 1 

did not differ from an expected sudden expansion model (Table 2, Appendix 2 

S3).  3 

 4 

Morphological variation  5 

Vegetative traits. Populations of NG showed values of SLA and PAr three 6 

times lower than the values of the southern plants (Table 4). The estimated 7 

variance components indicate that the most important source of variability was 8 

the difference between genetic groups (Fig. 3).  9 

Floral traits. Mixed-effect models performed on each floral trait indicate 10 

that in almost all measured variables, the greatest proportion of variance (about 11 

40–50%) was explained by variation between genetic groups. Only nectar 12 

volume and RW3 of floral shape did not show significant differences between 13 

NG and SG (Fig. 3).  14 

With floral colour, overall reflection values of spectral composition were 15 

low, with total reflection not exceeding 40%. Results reveal different patterns in 16 

colour composition of floral tube and petal between NG and SG (Fig. 4a). In the 17 

bee colour hexagon, the colour loci of floral parts also showed differentiation 18 

between NG and SG in the bee perception of floral tube and petals (Fig. 4b). In 19 

the NG, the UV signal was stronger in the floral tube and the petals than in the 20 

SG. Perception of elaiophore colour did not differ between NG and SG (Fig. 4b). 21 

Regarding floral rewards, mean nectar volume per population ranged from 0.35 22 

to 0.98 μl and mean oil volume ranged from 1.43 to 6.55 μl (Table 4). Floral 23 
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rewards showed contrasting patterns, with the greatest volumes of nectar in SG 1 

and greatest volumes of oil in NG (Table 4).  2 

In the geometric morphometric analyses, the first three relative warps 3 

(RWs) explained 36.29%, 22.44% and 12.81% of the variation in flower shape, 4 

respectively. Consensus configuration of floral shape is shown in Figure 5a. The 5 

RW1 was associated with changes in the relative proportion of the median ridge 6 

and upper lip petals; the RW2 with changes in the relative size of the central 7 

petal of the lower lip, and RW3 primarily associated with changes in the 8 

orientation of the lateral petals of the lower lip (Fig. 5b). CVA analysis revealed 9 

overall differences in flower shape between genetic groups (Mahalanobis 10 

distance = 7.4675, p < 0.0001; Fig. 5c). The consensus form of the NG 11 

specimens, defined by flowers without a median ridge, parallel petals in the 12 

upper lip, and a large relative development of the central petal of the lower lip, 13 

appeared clustered towards the minimum values of the first axis. By contrast, 14 

the consensus of SG specimens were grouped towards the maximum values of 15 

the first axis and defined by the opposite configuration (Fig. 5c; Table 4). 16 

Comparing flower size and biomass, NG populations had larger flowers and 17 

higher biomass than the SG (Table 4). 18 

In the PCA analysis performed using all morphological traits (vegetative 19 

and floral), the first two axes accounted for 65% of variation across populations 20 

(Fig. 6). In this ordination, there was a clear phenotypic divergence between 21 

genetic groups, with NG populations characterized by larger flowers (i.e. higher 22 

biomass and size values), higher oil volume, smaller plants, and lower SLA 23 
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values than SG populations (Fig. 6, Table 4). Consistent with this pattern, 1 

MANOVA performed using all measured traits indicated significant differences 2 

between genetic groups (λ Wilks = 0.11; p < 0.001). In agreement with PCA and 3 

MANOVA, discriminant analysis of morphological traits indicated significant 4 

differences between genetic groups (F = 366.82; p < 0.0001), with the canonical 5 

axis explaining 100% of the total variation. The variables that better explained 6 

differences between groups were vegetative traits as well as the RW2 of floral 7 

shape, and floral biomass. In the cross validation procedures, all individuals 8 

were correctly assigned to their respective genetic groups (40 out of 100 to NG, 9 

and 60 out of 100 to SG).  10 

 11 

Environmental data and niche modelling 12 

Consistent with field observations and descriptions of the two regions 13 

inhabited by the species, the MANOVA analysis performed with the 14 

environmental variables between genetic groups showed significant differences 15 

(λ Wilks = 0.0063; p < 0.00001), indicating that each group has unique 16 

ecological conditions. NG populations occur in regions with warmer and drier 17 

climatic conditions (mean annual temperature: 15.84ºC, annual precipitation: 18 

8.77 mm), and at higher altitudes and slope, while SG populations inhabit colder 19 

and more humid environments (mean annual temperature: 14.20ºC, annual 20 

precipitation: 147.55 mm) and lower altitudes and slope.  21 

The potential current distribution of NG and SG showed different habitat 22 

characteristics in each genetic group. The AUC score for NG was 0.88 with the 23 
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highest probability of occurrence (> 0.68) in areas located at the coast of the 1 

Antofagasta region, and along the “mid-mountain ridge” in the Atacama and 2 

Coquimbo regions, at altitudes up to 3000 m (Fig. 7a). The most important 3 

variable contributing to the models were the geographical slope and 4 

precipitation of the wettest months (Appendix S4). The AUC value for SG was 5 

also high (AUC = 0.79), but here the highest probability of occurrence was 6 

confined to the coastal region of Coquimbo, (Fig. 7a). In contrast, for SG, mean 7 

diurnal range and precipitation of the warmest quarter contributed most to the 8 

model (Appendix S4). The ENMs showed some overlap between potential 9 

distributions of genetic groups only in coastal regions of Coquimbo. 10 

 The distribution models for the LGM showed that glaciations had different 11 

effects on both genetic groups. For NG, areas with the highest probability of 12 

occurrence (AUC = 0.90) were restricted to coastal environments of the 13 

Antofagasta region (Fig. 7b), whereas SG did not show any areas with the 14 

highest probability of occurrence (AUC = 0.72), retrieving instead only areas 15 

with a moderate probability of occurrence, in the coast of Coquimbo (Fig. 7b). 16 

Thus, coastal environments of the Antofagasta region were the only areas 17 

where the species was predicted with the highest probability under both past 18 

and present scenarios (Fig. 7).  19 

 20 

Discussion 21 

Phylogeographical patterns. Analyses of cpDNA and nuclear ITS 22 

sequences show two highly divergent lineages within M. chilensis that split in 23 
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the late Miocene and early Pliocene (3.6–6.7 Ma). This dating is concordant 1 

with several studies that suggest that desert coastal areas of northern Chile are 2 

from middle Miocene to upper Pliocene in age, indicating the persistence of a 3 

semiarid climate between 3 to 8 Ma that reached its highest aridity level 6 Ma 4 

(Hartley and Chong 2002). 5 

These results suggest the evolutionary history of M. chilensis is more 6 

closely tied to the aridization processes that gave rise to the Atacama Desert 7 

(2.6–5.3 Ma; Placzek et al. 2009), and to the final uplifting of the southern 8 

Andes (5 Ma), than to Quaternary glaciations (1 Ma–15 Ka). In fact, these 9 

geological events produced remarkable climatic and landscape changes 10 

promoting habitat fragmentation and inter- and intraspecific differentiation, as 11 

reported (Mendez et al. 2004; Viruel et al. 2012). We infer that the development 12 

of the Atacama Desert is the cause of the disjunct distribution of M. chilensis 13 

through fragmentation of an ancient, more widespread distribution, enabling the 14 

differentiation of NG and SG via an effective barrier to gene flow. These two 15 

geographical groups do not share any haplotypes and, moreover, phylogenetic 16 

analyses based on both cpDNA and nuclear ITS sequences retrieve these 17 

phylogroups as reciprocally monophyletic clades. These results are consistent 18 

with a vicariance-based hypothesis, as was previously reported for endemic 19 

species of these desert areas (Viruel et al. 2012), rather than a more recently 20 

timed long-distance dispersal hypothesis.  21 

Genetic diversity and historical processes (i.e. palaeoclimatic niche 22 

modelling and demographic historical analyses) vary between NG and SG, 23 
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suggesting different and independent evolutionary pathways. On one hand, 1 

palaeoecological models reconstructed for both M. chilensis genetic groups 2 

indicate their distributions were highly, yet differently, affected by Pleistocene 3 

climatic changes. NG was predicted to be restricted to the coastal areas of 4 

Antofagasta Region, an area that ENM retrieved with high probability of 5 

occurrence in both past and present models. In contrast, Pleistocene climatic 6 

changes may have affected SG more strongly, because the most suitable 7 

habitat (i.e. points with the highest probability) was lost, with these plants 8 

confined to areas with only a moderate probability of occurrence along the coast 9 

of the Coquimbo Region. This analysis suggests that SG would have 10 

experienced an important habitat and population size reduction. Other studies in 11 

this region have suggested geographical range expansions and contractions of 12 

vegetation communities associated with changes in precipitation regimes during 13 

the Pleistocene and Holocene (Fritz et al. 2004; Ossa et al. 2013).  14 

On the other hand, predictions derived from past ENM were consistent 15 

with results retrieved by historical demographic and genetic analyses. The low 16 

genetic diversity indices reported for SG, and demographic results indicating 17 

recent demographic expansion, are consistent with the proposed scenario of 18 

habitat reduction and a past genetic bottleneck. Moreover, although mismatch 19 

analysis was consistent with a model of population expansion for NG, the more 20 

conservative estimate of population expansion, Fs, did not indicate a departure 21 

from population equilibrium. Thus, in situ survival and constant population size 22 

could be inferred for the northern phylogeographical group. This is further 23 
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supported by stronger phylogeographical structure and higher levels of genetic 1 

diversity — patterns expected under scenarios of in situ survival — than in SG, 2 

despite lower sampling in NG. All of these results indicate that Quaternary 3 

events differentially affected the diversification and demographic processes 4 

within the northern and southern groups.  5 

Morphological data. Monttea chilensis exhibits considerable 6 

morphological variation along its geographical range that corresponds with NG 7 

and SG genetic groups. Phenotypic divergence was detected in vegetative and 8 

floral traits of various kinds (i.e. shape, volume, biomass, size), suggesting that 9 

different environmental factors are promoting differentiation among M. chilensis 10 

populations. 11 

In the northern area, aridity is greater than in the southern area, with sea 12 

fogs providing the primary source of water for plants (for this reason, the top of 13 

“lomas” are the most suitable sites for plant establishment; Dillon et al. 2009). In 14 

contrast, in the southern area, M. chilensis grow near intermittent streams or 15 

rivers that descend from the mountains, in areas where precipitation is also 16 

more abundant, making water more accessible to these populations. ENM 17 

showed that topography was the most important variable defining optimal areas 18 

in NG, while precipitation more greatly influenced distribution in SG, indicating 19 

that differences in the spatial distribution of M. chilensis may be primarily driven 20 

by differences in strategies to optimize water balance. 21 

Strong differentiation in environmental niches observed between genetic 22 

groups was also evident in vegetative traits. The vegetative traits involved in 23 
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resources availability and water balance strategies, SLA and PAr (Cornelissen 1 

et al. 2003; Lambrecht and Dawson 2007), were the most important variables in 2 

the discriminant and PCA analyses. SG plants have areas three-fold larger and 3 

values of SLA two-fold higher than those observed for NG plants. The 4 

geographical distribution of these vegetative traits is consistent with studies 5 

showing a general reduction in plant size and SLA with the increase of aridity 6 

(e.g. Chalcoff et al. 2008). Plants adapted to poor and stressful sites develop 7 

less productive but more stable leaves with lower evapotranspiration 8 

(Thompson and Hodgson 1999).  9 

With respect to floral traits, NG and SG differed not only in floral size, but 10 

also in the remaining morpho-functional traits (floral colour, shape, and volume 11 

of floral rewards). Different environmental factors, including both abiotic factors 12 

and pollinator-mediated selection may be driving geographical divergence of 13 

floral phenotype (Lambrecht and Dawson 2007; Chalcoff et al. 2008). 14 

Considering pollinator perception of floral colour, two of the three measured 15 

floral parts differed between NG and SG. Given that floral colour was analysed 16 

here from the pollinators perception, we hypothesize that NG and SG isolation 17 

may have been favoured by the existence of different pollinator assemblages in 18 

each area. Pollinator diversity of SG populations has been previously 19 

characterized (Sérsic and Cocucci 1999), but further studies of pollination 20 

ecology in these two genetic groups, particularly NG, are needed to test this 21 

hypothesis.  22 

Many studies have shown that flower size decreases with increasing 23 
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aridity (e.g. Herrera, 2005). This may be expected with covariation in vegetative 1 

and flower size acting as a strategy to decrease evapotranspiration and 2 

reproductive costs in stressful areas (Herrera 2005). However in M. chilensis, 3 

we observed a decoupling between floral and vegetative traits: populations 4 

located in the most arid region (NG) possessed the largest flowers, but the 5 

smallest plants and SLA values, whereas SG possessed the smallest flowers, 6 

but larger plants and SLA values. Because vegetative traits play a key role in 7 

energy and water balance of plants and normally are not subject to pollinator-8 

mediated selection, the decoupling between floral and vegetative traits 9 

observed in this study suggests factors other than water availability (e.g. 10 

pollinator sizes or pollinator abundance) are influencing floral size variation 11 

(Cosacov et al. in press). The geographical pattern of floral rewards, that is, 12 

volume of nectar and oils, also exhibited contrasting relationships. Northern 13 

populations secreted higher volumes of oils, and southern populations offered 14 

higher volumes of nectar. This same pattern was found in the congener M. 15 

aphylla. A pollination ecology study in this species suggests differences in floral 16 

reward volume associated with variation in pollinator assemblages, which 17 

consist of different proportions of oil-collecting and non-oil-collecting bees 18 

across populations (Sérsic et al. 2013). Future studies of the specific role of 19 

biotic factors in shaping the detected floral divergence at geographical scales 20 

should be enlightening.  21 

 22 

   23 
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Conclusion 1 

Overall, the evolutionary history of M. chilensis exhibits a 2 

phylogeographical footprint consistent with past fragmentation and allopatric 3 

differentiation (Avise 2000). The hyper-arid zone formed by the Atacama 4 

Desert, extending for more than 500 km, clearly acted as an important gene 5 

flow barrier between NG and SG. Geographic isolation and local adaptation 6 

would have promoted strong morphological, ecological, and genetic 7 

differentiation, resulting in two ecotypes or geographic races indicative of 8 

incipient speciation. Indeed, further studies may reveal that these two genetic 9 

groups, currently recognized taxonomically at the variety level, may in fact be 10 

separate species. These data have important conservation implications through 11 

the characterization of two evolutionary significant units (ESUs) within this 12 

endangered species, corresponding to NG and SG. These ESUs have likely 13 

diverged not only genetically, morphologically, and ecologically, but also in their 14 

adaptive potential (Domínguez–Domínguez and Vázquez–Domínguez 2009). 15 

Suitable habitat areas that have persisted through time identified via ENM 16 

(Quebrada de Paposo located in Antofagasta Region; BIOTA 2010; Finger and 17 

Teillier 2010) are candidate areas to preserve from both evolutionary and 18 

conservation perspectives. 19 

Geographical structuring of genetic and phenotypic traits is the result of 20 

evolutionary processes that operate in a historical and ecological context (Avise 21 

2000). To our knowledge, this is one of the few studies that simultaneously 22 

considered the influence of historical and ecological factors in shaping 23 
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phenotypes at the intraspecific level (e.g. Mendez et al. 2004, Rodríguez-1 

Gómez et al. 2013). This multifaceted approach is fundamental for 2 

disentangling evolutionary processes underlying biodiversity patterns in this 3 

distinctive desert region. 4 
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 2 

FIG. 1 Geographical distribution and genealogical relationships of the 11 cpDNA 3 

haplotypes recovered from Monttea chilensis populations in ChiIe. a) Pie charts 4 

depict the haplotype frequency in each population. Haplotype colours 5 

correspond to those shown in panel b. Ant: Antofagasta region, At: Atacama 6 

region, Co: Coquimbo region, Val: Valparaíso region. b) Median-joining network 7 

linking the 11 haplotypes. Haplotypes are designated by numbers, and circle 8 

sizes are proportional to haplotype frequencies. Cross hatches represent 9 

missing intermediate haplotypes not found in the analysed individuals.  10 

FIG. 2 Evolutionary relationships of Monttea chilensis inferred from cpDNA and 11 

nDNA. a) Phylogenetic relationships using maximum likelihood (lnL = -2420.2) 12 

based on single haplotypes obtained in the trnS–trnfM and trnQ–rpL16x1 13 

regions (cpDNA). Haplotypes of M. chilensis correspond to those in Fig. 1. b) 14 

Phylogenetic relationships using maximum likelihood (lnL =-1691.8573) based 15 

on the ITS region (nDNA). Support values from bootstrap resampling in ML 16 

analyses/Bayesian posterior probabilities are above branches. Numbers given 17 

for each node are the estimated (median) divergence time in million years, and 18 

black bars indicate the 95% highest posterior densities over the median value. 19 

Vertical lines between trees denote the geographical groups.  20 

 21 

FIG. 3 Variance components between genetic groups, among populations 22 

within genetic groups, among individuals within populations, and within 23 
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individuals estimated with mixed model and expressed as percentages of total 1 

variance. PAr: plant area, SLA: specific leaf area, CS: centroide size. FB: floral 2 

biomass, RW: relative warps of morphogeometric analysis of flower structure. 3 

Significance levels estimated from REML are provided. *** p < 0.001; **p < 4 

0.01; *p < 0.05. 5 

 6 

FIG. 4 Flower colour variation in Monttea chilensis. a) Colour reflectance 7 

spectra of the three floral parts given as a function of the wavelength. Each line 8 

represents an average of the spectrum found in 10 individuals and 3 flowers per 9 

individual. b) Colour hexagons representing the activity of neural channels 10 

receiving information of the three photoreceptors. It was calculated as the 11 

colour loci in the perceptual space of honeybees for each flower part. 12 

 13 

FIG. 5 Geometric morphometric analyses in Monttea chilensis. a) Consensus 14 

configuration showing the 28 landmarks. b) Thin-plate splines of the minimum 15 

and maximum scores of the first three relative warps. c) Ordination of the two 16 

genetic groups along the first two axes in canonical variates analysis together 17 

with deformation grids showing the mean flower shape deformation for each 18 

group.  19 

 20 

FIG. 6 Biplot of the first two axes of the PCA of the two genetic groups of 21 

Monttea chilensis based on the six floral and two vegetative measured traits. 22 

Lines indicate the contribution of each variable to the first two axes. PAr: plant 23 
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area, SLA: specific leaf area, RW: relative warps of morphogeometric analysis 1 

of flower shape, CS: centroide Size. FB: floral biomass, Oil: oil flower volume, 2 

Nec: nectar volume. 3 

 4 

FIG. 7 Ecological niche models for Northern (yellow) and Southern (blue) 5 

groups of Monttea chilensis. a) Current potential distribution. b) Past potential 6 

distribution. Dark areas indicate more suitable habitats, average across 20 7 

cross-validation runs.  8 
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Table 1. Sampled locations, geographical groups, ecoregions, geographical coordinates, sample size (Nind) and molecular diversity indexes of the sampled populations of 

Monttea chilensis: polymorphic sites (S), number of haplotypes (K), haplotypes identity (H), nucleotide diversity (π), haplotype diversity (h) and mean number of pairwise 

differences (p). Voucher number is also given.  Sample locations are numbered consecutively, as shown on the map in Fig. 1.  

            Diversity indices   

Nloc Sample locations Groups Ecoregion 
Latitude         

(ºS) 
Longitude                      

(ºW) 
Nind  S K H π  (± SD)  h (± SD)  p (± SD)  

Voucher No 
(CORD)  

1 Rincon 
North Group 

coastal desert 24.9134 70.5202 8 3 4 4-5-6-7 0.00068 (0.00019) 0.750 (0.139)  1.107 (0.647) AAC4891 

2 Paposo coastal desert 25.0087 70.4300 8 2 3 1-2-3 0.00048 (0.00012) 0.679 (0.122)  0.786 (0.401) AAC4903 

3 Maray 

South Group 

coastal scrublands 29.5937 71.2031 8 1 2 8-9 0.00015 (0.00010) 0.250 (0.180) 0.250 (0.097) AAC4882 

4 Qda Vacas coastal scrublands 30.6212 71.6623 8 1 2 8-10 0.00015 (0.00010) 0.250 (0.180) 0.250 (0.097) AAC4863 

5 PN Fray Jorge coastal scrublands 30.6450 71.6620 8 2 2 8-11 0.00029 (0.00021) 0.250 (0.180) 0.500 (0.222) AAC4868 

  TOTAL     40 15 11   0.00210 (0.00020) 0.710 (0.074) 3.427 (3.200)   
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Table 2. Diversity indexes and results of demographic analyses used to test range expansion in Monttea chilensis populations considering the groups recognized in the 

haplotype networks (Northern and Southern groups). Polymorphic sites (S), number of haplotypes (K), nucleotide diversity (π), haplotype diversity (h) and mean number of 

pairwise differences (p). Tajima’s D, Fu’s Fs and sum of squared deviations (SSD) of the mismatch distribution analyses are also included. 

 

  Diversity indices   Demographic analyses 

Groups Nind  S K π  (± SD)  h (± SD)  p (± SD)   D FS SSD 

 

North 16 6 7 0.00096 (0.00015) 0.867 (0.050) 1.575 (0.978)  -0.411 -0.047 0.041 

 

South 24 4 4 0.00019 (0.00010) 0.239 (0.113) 0.333 (0.119) 
 

-1.833* -2.791* 0.002 
 

 
                    

           Results consistent with range expansion are indicated in bold.  * p<0.05 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 3. Results of the analysis of spatial molecular variance (SAMOVA) on Monttea chilensis genetic groups based on cDNA sequence data. Degrees of 

freedom (d.f.), sum of squares deviations (SSD), variance components, percentage of total variance and fixation indixes are given for each hierarchical level. 

Source of Variation d.f. SSD 
Variance 

components 
% of total 
variance 

Fixation 
indixes 

Northern vs. Southern groups 1 85.579 4.570 90.440 FCT: 0.401· 

Among populations 3 5.521 0.194 3.840 FSC: 0.943*** 

Within populations 35 10.125 0.289 5.790 FST: 0.903*** 

      

TOTAL 39 105.225 5.053     

·p<0.1; ***p=0.000 
     

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 4 Means ± SD of vegetative and floral traits measured in five populations and in the two phylogeographic groups recognized in the haplotype networks of 

Monttea chilensis. VT: Vegetative traits; PAr: Plant area SLA: Specific leaf area. FT: Floral traits. CS: Centroide Size. FB: Floral biomass. RW: Relative warps. 

 

    
Populations 

  
Groups 

   

  Paposo  Rincon Maray Qda. Vacas Fray Jorge  North Group South Group 
    

V
T

 

ArP(m
2
) 0.736 ± 0.304 1.759 ± 1.324 4.213 ± 2.413 5.325 ± 1.719 4.909 ± 2.130  1.247 ± 1.086 4.816 ± 2.145 

SLA 2661.860 ± 632.392 3373.419 ± 861.861 5477.348 ± 1646.716 4743.518 ± 1599.606 4716.146 ± 799.529  3017.639 ± 833.189 4979.004 ± 1439.746 

                        

F
T

 

CS 18.813 ± 1.387 19.058 ± 1.961 16.335 ± 1.389 16.468 ± 1.439 16.878 ± 1.097  18.910 ± 1.632 16.560 ± 1.330 

FB (g) 0.014 ± 0.003 0.015 ± 0.002 0.012 ± 0.001 0.012 ± 0.002 0.012 ± 0.002  0.014 ± 0.003 0.012 ± 0.002 

RW1 -0.256 ± 0.014 -0.260 ± 0.013 -0.287 ± 0.021 -0.284 ± 0.015 -0.278 ± 0.015  -0.258 ± 0.014 -0.283 ± 0.018 

RW2 0.113 ± 0.019 0.117 ± 0.016 0.082 ± 0.022 0.057 ± 0.020 0.051 ± 0.020  0.115 ± 0.018 0.063 ± 0.024 

RW3 -0.156 ± 0.013 -0.160 ± 0.009 -0.157 ± 0.016 -0.174 ± 0.013 -0.182 ± 0.016  -0.158 ± 0.011 -0.171 ± 0.018 

Oil volume (ul) 4.140 ± 2.263 6.547 ± 4.494 1.630 ± 0.912 1.752 ± 1.141 1.432 ± 0.987  5.161 ± 3.579 1.605 ± 1.020 

Nectar volume (ul) 0.770 ± 0.858 0.352 ± 0.541 0.977 ± 0.653 0.981 ± 0.818 0.921 ± 0.863  0.593 ± 0.766 0.960 ± 0.780 

                       



Appendix S1 Outgroup species, locality, geographical coordinates, and voucher number in CORD. 

 

Outgroup species Collecting site Latitude (S) Longitude (W) 
Voucher 

no. 

Monttea schickendantzii 

Griseb. 
Estancia Maradona, San Juan -31.7718 -68.7907 AAC4684 

Monttea aphylla (Miers) 

Benth. & Hook 
General Alvear, Mendoza -35.2407 -67.6665 AAC4767 
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Appendix S2. Position of 28 landmarks on flowers in frontal view.  

 

 North group      South Group 
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Appendix S3 Mismatch distributions of pairwise number of mutational differences between 

individuals of Monttea chilensis a) Northern group b) Southern group. Full lines represent the 

observed data; dotted lines are the model fit to the data. 
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Appendix S4. Percentage contribution of climatic variables to the past and current potential 

distributions of genetic groups in Monttea chilensis.  

 

North Group 

Scenario Climatic variable 
Percentage  

contribution 

Past 

geographical slope  33.8 

Precipitation of wettest month 29.7 

Altitude 9 

Temperature Seasonality 8.9 

Current 

geographical slope  45.1 

Precipitation of wettest month 21.2 

Temperature Seasonality 12.4 

Precipitation of Warmest Quarter 9.5 

 

South Group 

Scenario Climatic variable 
Percentage  

contribution 

Past 

Mean Diurnal Range 34.4 

Precipitation of Warmest Quarter 26.2 

Altitude 15.5 

Precipitation of Coldest Quarter 11 

Current 

Mean Diurnal Range 32.7 

Precipitation of Warmest Quarter 26.4 

Precipitation of Coldest Quarter 13.1 

Altitude 10.4 
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